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Submission: To whoever shall read this... Thank you for taking the time to read my submission. I
considered making a full written submission, but then realised that the government really
doesn't care for feedback from the public and will continue to do what they believe is most
important...the economy and helping their developer mates. I do loe the token button option to
make a submission for the illusion that we live in a democratic society and feedback and
consultation has been done (insert rolling laughing emoji here). So instead I am submitting my
thoughts about the so called 'aerotropolis' and maybe give the reader a laugh or something to
think about (however I doubt the later will happen). So have they called it aerotropolis' to try
make people think this is a great idea? I do love how the plan talks about making this a 'cool
green city'. Clearly the person who thought of this hasn't visited the actual area on a 45 degree
summer day??? and on top of this think that destroying the last remanents of forest there and
pouring a whole lot of contrete and buildings was actually going to making tihs place 'cooler' and
'green'. They may also have overlooked the flood plain area and thought concreting it was going
to help? I do love how the plan starts to acknowledge the traditional owner and the Wianamatta
Creek, before this gets completely destroyed by this development. In reading the plan I was not

able to find any information about how the the mental health, quality of life and wellbeing of
existing residents, flora and fauna of Greater Western Sydney and the Blue Mountains was going
to be preserved. The Blue Mountains area is currently considered World Heritage and the impact
of a 24/7 no curfew airport running right next to it will have a detrimental impact of the natural
environment as well as the residents of this area. There will be significant noise and chemical
pollution this area will be exposed to. There needs to be plans in place around how this will be
mitigated. The current 'desensitising' by increasing the number of planes flying over the
mountains has not gone un noticed. The impact has already be detrimental, I can't imagine the
impact when the airport is 80km closer and runs 24/7. I find it interesting that the plan only
addresses new developments...again showing the focus and priority of development. In addition
the plan doesn't address how it will manage the huge increase of petrol tankers on Sydney roads
to transport aeroplane fuel to the other side of the city. Geez if the government thought all the
migrants were clogging up the M4, try are going to love sitting in traffic amongst fuel tankers
(emitting even more pollution into our environment)...however I do feel this is the read aim of
the government I wonder if the planning committee or whoever writes the fancy documents and
suggests they need to open the plans for feedback, read about the recent court decision in the
UK declaring the planned extra runway at Heathrow is contradicting the countries stance of
addressing the impacts of climate change. Oh but then I should laugh...our goverment don't
actually beleive in climate change...oh no they say they do but say they are doing something
about it...oh thats right they want to build another airport (not a runway but a whole airport!) so
as well as pouring a whole lot of concrete into the ground we want to increase of the the biggest
polluters more often and more frequently and around the clock! And hey now with this Covid 19
Pandemic, its great timing to build a new aerotropolis. Another gateway to introduce pandemic
diseases into our population (the over populated western Sydney) as well as a great gateway to
new fungus and disease which will impact the natural habitat in the neighbouring Blue
Mountains. Thank you for reading my submission and no doubt ignoring it as a rant of a cynical
disillusioned resident. Kind regards, Angela
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